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Alisa ilinichina amiella myanimelist

In: Characters, God Eaters, New Type, Female Characters View Source Notes Share GEReO GER GE2 DLC GEB DLC Anime 15 (GE)18 (GE2)22 (GEReO) 160 cm (5'2) (GE)165 cm (5'4) (GE2) Mr. / Ms. Amiella (Parents) Russian Branch Fenrir (formerly)Fenrir Far East BranchCradle Avenger / Long Blade Roar Furious / Assault Gun Brimstone / Buckler
Shield Unit 1 (Burst)Cradle (GE2) Kate Higgins (GEB/GER)Sharami Lee (Anime) If only I understood... Ran away earlier... None of them were... It was all my fault! Alisa Iinichina Amiella (; Амиэлла Japanese: Ависа Илина Омена) is a character exhibited in God Eater. At Food Hal 2, she joins the crib along with Lindo, Soma and the hero. Alyssa also
appears as a main character in the second God-break food, where she arrives at a hidden settlement called Nemos Diana. The biography God Eater Resurrection Alyssa, one of the god-eaters of a new kind, was transferred from the Russian branch of Penrir to the Far East branch. Her parents were killed by Aragami, so she's prejudiced about those people
until she meets Xiao. She's playing a key role in Lindo's disappearance. During the moon on the Wolkin mission, her fear of the Argami that killed her family caused a nervous breakdown that also triggered a subconscious command planted by the director as part of his plot to counter Lindo's spy mission in the box project. While she was supposed to shoot
Lyndo directly, her shot instead trapped him. That murderous order was used again when Sequoia and Alyssa confronted Shiksel Bajis, causing her to light Sequoia for a moment. However, Sequoia overtamed her with a recovery bullet and fled with her. No further signs of controlling this subconscious are shown. God Eats 2 Rage Burst Alyssa is now a
member of the branch crib. She is one of the project leaders of satellite base search sites. God Eats Resonance Ops Alyssa returns in God Eating Resonance Ops as chief executive of the Far East branch.  NORN God Eats Burst Alyssa Ilinichina Amiella (15) joined the Fenrir Russian branch in 2070. Transferred to the Panrier branch in the Far East in 2071.
A new kind of violent food was summoned from the Russian branch by Director Sykel. Despite an actual lack of combat experience, he achieved remarkable scores in a simulated battle. Because it is a new transfer, it is subject to special treatment sessions on a regular basis. God's Bow: Long Blade Assault (New/Variable Type) Alyssa Ilinichina Amiella: 2
(15) Suspected of hacking Aegis (under construction) and believed to be free in the Fenrir branch area. Joined the Fenerir Russia branch in 2070. Transferred to the Panrier branch in the Far East in 2071. Alyssa Ilina Amirala: 3 (15) joined the Panrier Russia branch in 2070. Transferred to the Panrier branch in the Far East in 2071. Temporarily removed from
the front lines of battle, Once restored to active duty, he played a significant role in thwarting the Box Project, a plan by the former branch manager. Maximises its potential as a new type, it shows consistent progress. God's Bow: Long Blade Assault (New/Variable Type) Alyssa Ilinichina Amiella: 4 (15) Joined the Russia Fenrir branch in 2070. Transferred to
the Panrier branch in the Far East in 2071. Belongs to the first unit. It shows an improvement in combat tactics and teamwork with other units as a new kind of violent food, serving a role as a major player during various missions. Rainbow God: Long Blade Assault (New/Changing Type) God Eats 2 personality game At first, Alyssa is a bit cheeky, impatient
and, under certain circumstances, showing signs of an unstable mind, especially if they remind her of her parents' death. After recovering with the help of the heroine, Alyssa becomes a favorite, collaborative and particularly protective of her allies, though occasionally she still shows traces of her old habits. Anime she showed arrogance by eating a new kind
of gods and eating gods better than anyone else even with a new type like her, and ruthless in having struggled with Blanca when she chose to stay on the plane instead of leaving the helicopter, although it showed her admirable side of saving the wounded from the plane in Episode 3. She was a little impressed when she noticed that Lanka was also of a
new kind like her, but didn't give up to continue showing off how more talented she is as a violent eater by taking risks. During her first assignment in the first unit, they noticed that she didn't like collaborative tasks, even less so with the old types. She doesn't even follow a direct order to eliminate Aragami to help her team. She was afraid to end the Aegis
project, so she also agreed with Lanka and Cota about hunting a little and Jara (who was actually obsessed with killing Vajre and avenge her parents' death). She obeyed orders on her second mission with the first unit. However, when Deus pita showed up, she went crazy for killing her even when it was in vain fighting him. Sight God Eats Burst/Teresa
Alyssa has unruly grey hair in his head and a red beret. She's wearing a short sleeveless black jacket that covers her zippy chest just halfway closed from top to bottom, revealing her midriff and some cleavage, and a plaid red skirt. She uses fingerless black gloves, which her left is drawn to the elbow, and thigh-length black boots fill the rather revealing
ensemble she wears. God Eats 2 / Fury burst her unruly hair is straightening; She wears a red beret designed differently, and the standard white jacket shared by Cradle members (though as The 2nd Break shows, she can't close it properly beyond her chest, leaving her looking like the first game). Her left glove now extends on her arm, too. The emergence
of God eats resonance of Op Alyssa More mature, and she looks significantly taller as well. While the style of her outfit is just as much as before, and she still keeps her red beret, red skirt and black boots, she swapped her white crib jacket for a black fenrir uniform that still reveals her cleavage, and also uses white gloves. The protagonist relationship
character (God eats) - as evidenced by acting and how they helped her recover from the incident that led to Lindow's apparent death, Alyssa values their lives greatly; She also has hints of falling in love with them, surprised by what happens after their second new resonance. She is said to have romantic feelings for the canonical hero, Yu Kanji. Yu Kannagi
- Based on the game she shows admiration and respect for Liu as leader. After helping her recover from the incident that led to Lindo's apparent death, Alyssa greatly values their lives; She also has hints of falling in love with him, exemplary by what happens after their second new kind of resonance. She was said to have romantic feelings for him as well.
Lenka Utsugi - Unlike acting, manga or light romance, their relationship began on a rocky day. They briefly reached hostility when he followed her to escort her to the helicopter. Once Lanka learns the reason for staying on the plane instead of switching to a helicopter, Lanka voluntarily assists her in protecting him. Lanka then demonstrates remarkable skill in
changing his arch form in his God as he expertly fights Aragami one by one. The teamwork between him and Alyssa is easily evident as they both cover angles for each other perfectly while working to protect passengers. Eventually, they come to friendly conditions. After arriving at the Far East branch, Alyssa noticed that Lanka had the same kind of eyes as
hers: of someone who had been through hell. Although she respects, at best, she's curious about what he's really like. Kota Fujiki - one of her friends; Although she's nowhere near as close to him as she is the heroine, they get along somewhat. Lindo Amaya - At first Alyssa didn't appreciate Lindo too much, and her consciousness about him was pretty much
just an old type. After the incident that made him go MIA, however, she put a lot of weight on her shoulders, exemplary when she and the others join the protagonist in Aegis at the events of the plot burst. She expresses great joy to the hero when their actions succeed in returning Lindo to the Far East branch. Sakuya Tachibana - Through their interactions in
the first game, it showed that Alyssa and Sakuya are friends. In anime, however, after her first assignment with the first unit, Sequoia questioned its reasons for violating order or not helping a teammate (Lanka). In response, she just said it was her quota. Trivia in the Japanese version of God's Food, the official romanianization of The name is written Alyssa
Ilynichna Umla. In games, it is supposed to be completely Russian, or at the very least, there are no details to indicate otherwise. However, in alternative media such as the Novels and manga, it is said to be a quarter Japanese, suggesting it is half Japanese/half Russian. Alyssa is a ani-given character and is Soma's partner. Although she's of a new type
and capable of edge impulse, she doesn't use it in the game. It uses it in the project X zone collaboration game though. The tip of its impulse is flame: radial L-type. Alyssa is a solo unit in Project X Zone 2: Brave New World. In Food Hal 2, her blood art is sonic caliber. In the summer wars, she has bad cooking skills. In fact, they're so bad she was able to
take Hugh down for half a day. The red hat she wears in The Food of God 2 is a gift from Io as described in the second God-burglary food. At Lord's Eats 2, she has the skill rescue burst which gives a level 1 midfield burst to disabled players when rescued. Its link support device causes a LV3 burst link in all party members five minutes into a mission. It's
beneficial for long, ongoing fights. Her name in Hebrew means great happiness. In anime she was not traumatized during her second mission with the first unit, when she fought a bojere. Instead she went crazy when she saw Deus pita. In her version of another character, she uses a different blood art than her usual colleague. She uses Misty Moon instead
of a caliber colic. Her DLC Costume in God Eats 2 is based on a million-dream costume from iDOLM@STER: Million Live!. Alyssa is present in all manga adaptations, except ~ side by side ~ and the return of Christ. During the overall debut of the God-eating franchise over the years, Alyssa is one of the most popular characters to date. One of the
developers of the game franchise claimed that Alyssa is his waifu. She first appeared (anime) in episode 3. See also God characters eating new community feminine characters available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise specified. Specify.
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